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Overview



Problem Statement

We want to build a system that views an image and automatically describes the content 
of an image in Natural Language (plain English). The system should be able to generate 
novel descriptions that are both diverse and high-quality.

Why is it challenging?

Interdisciplinary problem that 
connects both Computer Vision & 
NLP 

Must express semantic relations 
between objects contained & 
activities they are involved in.

Very hard to evaluate how well the 
built system performs.

Why is it useful?

Multiple real-world appl. Could help 
visually impaired better understand 
the content of  of images on the 
web.

Could be a possible precursor to 
video captioning & scene 
understanding. 



Model Overview

Two subproblems to solve - Object detection + Generating description.

Proposes a single joint deep recurrent architecture, based on a generative model 
(abbreviating this model as NIC) that takes an image I as input and is trained to maximise 
the likelihood p(S | I) of producing a target sequence of words S = {S1, S2, . . .}. 



Model Overview

Let’s see the model’s performance against contemporary state-of-the-arts.

On Pascal VOC, NIC’s BLEU score is 59. Contemporary state-of-the art scored 25. 
Humans scored 69.

Improved scores on Flickr30k dataset from 56 to 66. On SBU dataset, from 19 to 28

Why is the BLEU score for human-generated descriptions so low?



Prior Work

Main inspiration - Machine Translation - Task is to transform sentence S written in 
source language into its translation T by maximizing p(T|S)



Prior Work

Earliest approaches used 
- heavily hand-engineered features for visual elements 
- rule based systems for language models. 

Some tried to match with human-engineered templates and piecing together phrases 
containing detected objects.
Problem? Difficult to expand models to larger training sets.

More recent works, approached the problem by co-embedding images and text in the 
same vector space.
Problem? They don’t generate novel descriptions. They don’t address the 
problem of evaluating how good a generated description is.



Model Architecture

Directly maximize the log-probability of correct description given the image.

For a sentence of unbounded length S = {S1, S2, . . ., SN}

How to model p(St | I, S0, S1,...,St-1)?

Recurrent Neural Networks



Model Architecture

p(St | I, S0, S1,...,St-1) 

The variables conditioned on the right hand side are expressed by Fixed length hidden 
states or memory ht. On seeing new input xt, a nonlinear function updates the memory.

ht = f ( ht , xt )

What is f ?

For f we use 
Long-Short Term Memory 

net.

LSTMs are known for sequence 
modelling.

How to represent xt ?

 Images are represented using 
CNNs.

Pre-trained on ImageNet to 
initialize weights.



Model Architecture

Long-Short Term Memory nets

The behavior of the cell node c is controlled by 
gates.

- forget gate f
- input gate i
- output gate o

LSTMs are known to deal well with vanishing or 
exploding gradients problem.

Gates use a sigmoid nonlinearity while the cell 
works with a hyperbolic tangent.

mt is fed to softmax to obtain probability 
distribution over all words at time t.



Model Architecture

Think of the LSTMs in an 
unrolled form. All the LSTMs 
share the same parameters.

Recurrent connections are 
transformed to feed-forward 
connections.



Model Architecture

Training

Both image and text mapped to same vector space - Image using CNN and the words 
using Word Embeddings.
Loss of the system is defined as the sum of the negative log-likelihood of the correct 
word at each step.

Inference

- Sampling - sample words one after another till end-word token

- BeamSearch - k-best sentences. Typically used for ranked retrievals.



Experiments

Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating whether a generated description matches the ground-truth description is in 
itself a challenging task. Following metrics were used throughout.

Human raters on Amazon Mechanical Turk - time consuming but most reliable

BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation understudy) - most prevalent in literature, inexpensive

METEOR - Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering 

CIDEr - Consensus Based Image Description Evaluation

Recall@K - This metric is typically used to evaluate ranking results. (BeamSearch)

Perplexity - Wasn’t reported. But used to fine-tune model hyperparameters.



Experiments

Datasets

SBU is captioned by image owners. Not guaranteed
to be unbiased. Thus SBU has more noise. 

Other datasets are standard,  each image has been 
annotated by labelers with 5 sentences that are 
relatively visual and unbiased

Training Details

Initialize weights (Image embeddings) of 
the CNN to a pretrained model (ImageNet)

Weights (512 Word embeddings) of RNN 
are left uninitialized. 

Dropouts and ensembling methods were 
employed.

Trained using SGD. Fixed learning rate. No 
momentum



Experiments



Experiments

How novel & diverse are the 
generated descriptions?

Some samples returning K-best list. Notice 
how samples are diverse and show 
different aspects of same image.

High quality descriptions
Agreement in BLEU scores (58%) of 
top 15 candidates is equivalent to that 
of humans among them (65%)

Diverse descriptions
Almost 7-8 out of the top-15 
descriptions are novel (not from training 
set), but having similar BLEU scores. 



Experiments

Flickr8k

Flickr30k



Experiments



Conclusion

Image embeddings can be more specific to the task rather than just supplying the last 
layer of a typical CNN.

Can use an LSTM with more word embeddings to increase the richness of the 
description.

The system gets better with more and more data as empirically proven. With more data 
flowing in we can expect much more novel & diverse descriptions.

Can be extended to a video captioning model.

Can devise a better evaluation metric that can help gauge the performance of our 
system better.

Learning is currently supervised. It’ll be interesting to see how the model reacts to 
unsupervised data.


